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I. INTRODUCTION

Law has finally discovered a love for fashion. Although other disciplines have scrutinized the fashion industry for decades,¹ until recently, legal scholarship was slow to adopt an interest in fashion, often treating fashion law as a subfield of intellectual property (IP).² Yet, the groundbreaking work of law’s most stylish scholars, led by Professor Susan Scafidi,³ has injected sartorial legal rigor into the study of fashion and the law. Over the past few years, interest in fashion law has led to an ever-growing body of academic and professional literature,⁴ the establishment of formal academic

¹. See generally, e.g., ROLAND BARTHES, THE FASHION SYSTEM (Matthew Ward & Richard Howard trans., 1983) (analyzing the images and language that transmit concepts of fashion); Martin Christopher et al., Creating Agile Supply Chains in the Fashion Industry, 32 INT’L J. RETAIL & DISTRIBUTION MGMT. 367 (2004) (analyzing the markets, logistics, and supply chains in the fashion industry); Georg Simmel, Fashion, 62 AM. J. SOC. 541 (1957) (considering the manner in which society interacts with fashion).
⁴. See generally FASHION LAW: A GUIDE FOR DESIGNERS, FASHION EXECUTIVES, & ATTORNEYS (Guillermo C. Jimenez & Barbara Kolsun eds., 2d ed. 2014) [hereinafter FASHION LAW] (providing a practical, comprehensive overview of fashion law); URSA FURI-PERRY, THE LITTLE BOOK OF FASHION LAW 89 (2013) (summarizing some of fashion law’s most influential topics and case law); LOIS F. HERZEC & HOWARD S. HOGAN, FASHION LAW AND BUSINESS: BRANDS & RETAILERS (2013) (offering an expansive account of the key areas of business and fashion law relevant to legal and industry professionals); THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION’S LEGAL GUIDE TO FASHION DESIGN (David H. Faux ed., 2013) (detailing practical guidance on the main topics in fashion law).
programs,\(^5\) the growth of active online media,\(^6\) and an increasing interest from the professional legal community.\(^7\) Rightfully so, IP issues have dominated fashion law given the importance of protecting designs, techniques, and other proprietary property associated with articles of fashion. However, to dismiss fashion law as a subfield of IP is as naïve as calling a Manolo just another shoe.\(^8\) Clothing and fashion capture identities and beliefs, promote and restrict freedom, and adorn and protect the privacy and sanctity of the human body. Moreover, the law and society choose, compel, and promote fashions with profound impacts on human rights, psychology, development, health, and governance. Fashion law’s rich and diverse collection encompasses not only IP, but also basic rights of expression and identity, working conditions, and business practices.

---


Against these considerations, this article frames the emerging field of fashion law and synthesizes its substance from an international perspective in order to raise the profile of fundamental areas in which the law and fashion intersect as well as identify key areas for future research. Part II examines the background on fashion law, initially focusing on its origins and then examining IP, traditionally the main area of the field. Additionally, the Article defines, frames, and justifies the emerging field of fashion law. Because an exhaustive analysis of the emerging trends in fashion law is beyond the scope of this Article, Part III only focuses on some of the most active areas to show the relevance and importance of the law in the world of fashion as well as indicates the need for further engagement by the academy, the legislature, and the judiciary. First, the Article explores deficiencies in current IP law, particularly how IP law may inhibit innovation and creativity. Second, the Article examines fashion’s impact on society, including the manner in which fundamental rights and health issues inextricably connect with the fashion industry. Third, the Article analyzes the impact of the fashion industry on labor and weaknesses in the law. Fourth, the Article finally probes the fashion industry’s relationship with environmental and corporate sustainability. Through such analysis, the Article illustrates the importance of the evolving field of fashion law to business and society as well as the rich research opportunities for legal scholars with a sense of sartorial curiosity.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The Emergence of Fashion Law

For millennia, laws have proscribed clothes, fashions, and styles; however, fashion law as a field emerged only over the past few years, tracing its origins in the English-language literature to the pioneering work of Professor Susan Scafini, Guillermo C. Jimenez and Barbara Kolsun’s seminal work Fashion Law: A Guide for Designers, Fashion Executives, and Attorneys, and a number of innovative law review articles included below.

10. One of the earliest non-English language works specifically focusing on fashion law is Jeanne Belliveau’s Droit International de la Mode. See generally JEANNE BELHUMEUR, DROIT INTERNATIONAL DE LA MODE 11 (2000) (focusing primarily on intellectual property and European and international initiatives to provide protection to articles of fashion).
The definition of fashion law reflects the fluidity of an emerging field even though rules governing dress have existed for thousands of years. The leading authority on fashion law, the Fashion Law Institute at Fordham University in New York, defines fashion law as “the legal substance of style, including all the issues that may arise throughout the life of a garment, starting with the designer’s original idea and continuing all the way to the consumer’s closet.” Hence, fashion law denotes not only the legal and regulatory framework applicable to the garment industry, but also the business, social, and ethical factors that underpin policy and legal developments. Admittedly, IP is fashion law’s signature look; yet the field encompasses a much wider variety of legal issues, including contracts, commercial and corporate law, employment law, international trade law, and other related subjects.

As with any emerging field of the law, critics may oppose the designation of a distinct area of “fashion law” as it has not yet been established as one single branch of the law. Yet, the substance of fashion law links together a logical area in both substance and practice. Further, fashion law’s collection is hardly new and contains a rich array of legal areas that “have long awaited

17. See Jimenez, supra note 5, at 2.
18. Over the past few decades, the law has added a number of new areas. See Frits W. Hondius, Data Law in Europe, 16 STAN. J. INT’L L. 87, 87 (1980); Jacqueline Peel, Climate Change Law: The Emergence of a New Legal Discipline, 32 MELБ. U. L. REV. 922, 923 (2008); Norman Veasey, The Emergence of Corporate Governance as a New Legal Discipline, 48 BUS. LAW. 1267, 1267 (1993).
21. Some of the most venerable cases on both sides of the Atlantic display that fashion has long been a concern of the law. See, e.g., Fashion Originators’ Guild of Am., Inc. v. Fed. Trade Comm’n, 312 U.S. 457, 458 (1941) (considering the issue of “style privacy” and finding that practices of the Guild amounted to unfair restraints on competition); Wood v. Lucy, 118 N.E. 214, 215 (N.Y. 1917) (holding that a promise to market items of fashion on an exclusive basis constituted sufficient consideration to form an enforceable duty to
systematic recognition, attention, clarification, and instruction.”

Moreover, the law has been flirting with fashion for some time. As Judge Seymour D. Thompson explained in the late Nineteenth Century, “[T]he law’ is a matter of fashion almost as much as a man’s hat or a women’s bonnet.”

With respect to the legal academy, Professor Nuno Garoupa and Professor Thomas Ulen note that fashions in the law manifest themselves as “legal innovations” that may bring “a new technique, a new subject matter area, or the like into the study of either law generally or some area within the study of law.”

Legal scholarship may quickly become fashionable by cascade effects, informational signatures, and reputational pressures through the endorsement of influential legal scholars of ideas, concepts, or theories, thereby inducing a type of “herd behaviour” that creates particular fashions in the law. Professor Cass Sunstein notes that the emergence and influence in the academy of feminism, critical legal studies, and the economics analysis of law at particular times all indicate the influence of “fads and fashions” in academic study and research. Similarly, the academy has adopted various fashions with respect to legal pedagogy. Introduced in 1870 by Dean Christopher Langdell at Harvard Law School, the Socratic method has been the “defining element of American legal education” for over a century. Despite considerable criticism and assertions that its dominance in legal pedagogy 
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has past, the Socratic method persists as law school’s classic pedagogical look, albeit slightly restyled along with a collection of other “didactic, inquiry, and discovery methods.” Such academic fashions indicate the dynamic nature of the discipline and invite further academic research.

The legal profession itself has, at different times, enjoyed and suffered inconsistent levels of fashionability. Following decades of popularity, both legal education and the profession have seemed to have lost their past allure due to a combination of changing economic factors and technological innovations. In addition, various social and political trends have threatens the status of the legal academy and profession. With the commoditization of legal practice and sustained criticism of legal education, particularly discoveries.”); Jennifer L. Rosato, The Socratic Method and Women Law Students: Humanize, Don’t Feminize, 7 S. CAL. REV. L. & WOMEN’S STUD. 37, 37 (1997).


34. See Jamie R. Abrams, Reframing the Socratic Method, 64 J. LEGAL EDUC. 562, 562–63 (2015) (arguing that a refocus on the typical Socratic method pedagogy could produce more practice ready lawyers).


36. Other disciplines, such as management, study the various trends in the academic discourse as distinct from aesthetic fashion. See Eric Abrahamson, Management Fashion, 21 ACAD. MGMT. REV. 254, 254 (1996). Similarly, fashions in the law undoubtedly influence legal education, the judiciary, the practice of law, and law’s position in society.

37. See generally BRIAN Z. TAMANAH, Preface to FAILING LAW SCHOOLS (2012) (examining the crisis in legal education and calling for more flexibility and variation among law schools).


39. See Henderson, supra note 38, at 14 (arguing that the traditional “artisan model of lawyering” is too expensive in a globalized world where “corporate clients need better, faster, and cheaper legal output”).


43. WILLIAM M. SULLIVAN ET AL., CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING, EDUCATING LAWYER: PREPARATION FOR THE PROFESSION OF LAW 8 (2007) (asserting that “[s]tudents need a dynamic curriculum . . . [and] [l]egal education needs to be responsive to the needs of our time”).
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from practitioners who argue that legal scholarship lacks both relevance and theoretical integrity, both the study and the practice of law must respond to changing business environments, new social norms and expectations, and the interconnected, globalized world. Unlike some of the more traditional areas of the law, fashion law uniquely captures the dynamics of modern consumer demand and the digital economy, rapid global communication and complex logistical chains, fundamental human rights questions, and accessible, high profile cases that appeal to a new generation of savvy students, businesses, and scholars. Hence, there is no better time to embrace fashion law.

As law is often reluctant to recognize emerging areas, critics of fashion law would do well to consider the history of the study of law—and the academic literature’s tendency to dismiss once emerging, but now well-established fields such as sports law or cyber law. Many other legal fields were also disjointed when they were first systematically organized, but today represent “coherent and fundamental building blocks of legal thought.” Therefore, neither the area’s modernity nor its evolving nature should render fashion law a lesser field of study and practice. Moreover, the dismissal of topical areas, which fall outside a constructed, rigid theory of law, neither extinguishes these fields nor diminishes their importance in

49. For fundamental changes to legal education on both sides of the Atlantic, see Sullivan et al., supra note 43, at 8.
Indeed, legal scholarship has been notoriously short-sighted and fickle in its tendency to challenge the relevance and significance of even the law’s most prominent areas. Despite the apparent “death of contracts”—that stalwart of the legal canon—the subject continues to occupy a prominent role in legal education and bar exams, vast amounts of billable hours, and countless pages of law reviews. Likewise, fashion law has emerged—and to put it simply: those who deny it are as philosophically sound—and sartorially culpable—as the emperor who has no clothes: Modern courts, progressive law schools, and savvy lawyers...

50. Cf. Frederick Schauer, Prediction and Particularity, 78 B.U. L. REV. 773, 789 (1998). In particular, Professor Schauer notes: “As the law becomes more complex, however, what we see is not an increase in the number of general legal categories, but instead an increase in the number of legal topics and doctrines that are specific to pre-legal social, economic, cultural, and technological categories.” Id.


52. GRANT GILMORE, THE DEATH OF CONTRACT 1 (1974); see also Franklin G. Snyder & Ann M. Mirahbito, The Death of Contracts, 52 DUQ. L. REV. 345, 348 (2014) (noting that “contract law as a distinct, coherent, and important body of law—the law generated through the appellate decisions of American courts and taught in American law schools for nearly a century and a half—is dying”).


54. In 2016 alone, high profile fashion law cases were featured in the rosters of courts on both sides of the Atlantic. See, e.g., Star Athletica, L.L.C. v. Varsity Brands, Inc., 137 S. Ct. 1002, 1002 (2017) (considering when a feature of a useful article may receive protection under the Copyright Act); Cartier Int’l v. British Sky Broadcasting Ltd. [2014] EWHC 3354 (Ch) (Eng.) (ruling that the holders of trademarks may be granted injunctions against internet service providers to block websites).


56. A full list of law firms that practice fashion law is too numerous for this article, but such firms include both major international firms as well as boutiques including. E.g., Fashion, FOX WILLIAMS, http://www.foxwilliams.com/fashion [https://perma.cc/TER2-VTPZ]; Fashion Law: Luxury Goods, Designer Brands, & Retail, Arent Fox, https://www.arentfox.com/practices-markets/fashion-law [https://perma.cc/6XX7-PN8H]; Fashion Law, FOX ROTHSCHILD, http://www.groxrothschild.com/fashion-law/ [https://perma.cc/6XX7-PN8H];
already confidently operate in this elegant corner of the law. Quite apart from IP, fashion law as a distinct field has now earned its place in academic study, scholarship, and professional practice. Before explaining the various aspects of fashion law in detail, this article first sketches the history of law and fashion.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{B. The Origins of Fashion Law}

Historically, fashion has been associated with sumptuary laws that provided a means to regulate rank or position in society,\textsuperscript{58} imposing dress codes—often with overtly sexist and racist rules—that granted the upper class the privilege to wear particular garments while prohibiting the lower classes from wearing specific items.\textsuperscript{59} In ancient Greece, religious or secular rules often regulated clothing.\textsuperscript{60} According to Harrianne Mills, these religious laws regulated the “cleanliness, the fabric, the color, and the design of the clothing” with rules for “the wearing of sandals, belts, headdresses, rings, and other gold ornamentation”\textsuperscript{61} while similar laws governed secular dress.\textsuperscript{62} Likewise, the \textit{Lex Appia} set the standards of male Roman dress to denote social hierarchy,\textsuperscript{63} and female Roman clothing marked “rank, status, and morality.”\textsuperscript{64} In medieval Europe, sumptuary regulation first appeared with Charlemagne’s social ordering of the feudal system, and by the late 1300s, sumptuary laws were present throughout much of Europe.\textsuperscript{65} Since the Middle Ages, various sumptuary laws attempted to limit expenditure on luxuries or

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{57} Although a full account of the history of fashion law is beyond the scope of this article, Ruthann Robson provides an excellent account in her groundbreaking work. See ROBSON, supra note 13, at 5.

\textsuperscript{58} See HUNT, supra note 9, at 42.


\textsuperscript{61} Id.

\textsuperscript{62} Id.

\textsuperscript{63} Kelly Olson, \textit{Matrona and Whore: The Clothing of Women in Roman Antiquity}, 6 FASHION THEORY 387, 389 (2002).

\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 391.

to restrict types of clothing by class or other social category. The earliest known law to regulate dress in England was Parliament’s 1337 Charter, addressing wool, fabrics, and animal skin, which restricted dress based on class with prohibitions on wearing imported cloth and fur. As Parliament significantly expanded rules over the next few centuries, Professor Ruthann Robson has shown that various laws entrenched both economic and gender hierarchies by elevating the nobility, branding the poor, and limiting the freedom of women “under the guise of preventing crime and forestalling excess consumption.”

With colonialism, sumptuary laws took root outside of Europe. To limit expenditure, the General Court of the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1634 restricted the use of gold, silver, lace, and silk as well as certain items, including hats and other accessories. By 1651, the Massachusetts General Court had moved to even stricter rules by attempting to restrict certain garments based on wealth and education, although it was unable to prescribe specific guidelines on enforcement. Other colonies enacted further regulations on dress such as Virginia which prohibited—but notably did not define—an “excess of apparel” in 1619 and South Carolina which imposed a dress code for slaves through Acts of 1735 and 1740. Increasingly, sumptuary laws took an economic tone as Great Britain began restricting the garments that its colonies could produce or export such as through the so-called Navigation Acts and the Hat Act. By 1787, sumptuary laws per se were in decline at least in North America, and the U.S. Constitution includes neither “a mention of sumptuary laws, nor any reference to the power to direct individuals’ ‘love of distinction’.” Hence, sumptuary laws fell out of fashion, subsequently leaving other legal means to regulate clothes.

66. Id.
67. 11 Edw. 3, c. 1–5 (Eng.).
68. ROBSON, supra note 13, at 8.
69. Id. at 9.
70. See Act for the Reformation of Excess Apparel 1553, 1 & 2 Phil. & M. c. 2–6; Act Against Wearing of Costing Apparel 1510, 1 Hen. 8 c. 14–15; Statute Concerning Diet and Apparel 1363, 37 Edw. 3, c. 1–19.
71. ROBSON, supra note 13, at 10.
72. See id. at 20–33.
73. Id. at 21–22.
74. Id. at 22.
75. Id. at 24.
76. Id. at 28–29.
77. Id. at 31.
C. Intellectual Property and the Fashion Industry

As sumptuary laws faded, industrialization and modernity saw the rise of IP laws. Just as the little black dress epitomizes fashion, IP has been the darling of fashion law because IP protects a garment’s originality—its main competitive advantage. As such, IP in the fashion industry is a well-rehearsed topic in the academic literature; therefore, this Article provides only a brief summary and restricts its coverage to the United States and the European Union (EU), two of fashion’s major players and markets. First, the following section considers IP and fashion in the United States, where the law has long deprived legal protection for designs. Second, it briefly summarizes the laws of the European Union and certain of its member states, which in contrast to the U.S., offer enhanced protection for fashion design.

1. Intellectual Property Law in the United States

As a general matter, U.S. IP law has provided only limited protection for fashion design. Over the past few years, a number of scholars have argued the merits for increasing protection while others have argued against such
enhanced laws. \(^86\) Professor Susanna Monseau explains that, historically, copyright laws in the U.S. did not protect fashion as they have other creative industries "due to the division in the eyes of the law between the fine arts, like literature, music, and art, which are accorded copyright protection, and crafts, which are generally not." \(^87\) Accordingly, U.S. IP laws recognize a distinction between works of art that may qualify for protection by copyright and "useful articles" which may not. \(^88\) The U.S. Copyright Act\(^90\) does not protect designs themselves because they are deemed functional items; however, particular elements of a design including "pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features that can be identified separately from, and are capable of existing independently of, the utilitarian aspects of the article" \(^90\) may receive protection if they meet the test of "conceptual separability." \(^91\) In addition to statutory law, U.S. courts have resisted the extension of copyright protection to items of fashion, \(^92\) determining that the creative aspects of clothing cannot be separated from general functionality.\(^93\)

---


88. 17 U.S.C. § 101 (2012). “A ‘useful article’ is an article having an intrinsic utilitarian function that is not merely to portray the appearance of the article or to convey information. An article that is normally a part of a useful article is considered a ‘useful article.’” Id. §§ 101–1301.

90. Id. § 101.

91. Galiano v. Harrah’s Operating Co., 416 F.3d 411, 418 (5th Cir. 2005) (setting forth the two-prong test for “conceptual separability,” including first, a determination of whether a design is useful and hence does not qualify for protection on this point, but instead proceeds to the second prong, where it may qualify for protection if the element in question could be separately identified and exist independently from the utilitarian aspects of the garment).

92. See, e.g., Chosun Int’l, Inc. v. Chrisha Creations, Ltd., 413 F.3d 324, 327–28 (2d Cir. 2005) (holding that although copyright protection extended to garments whose design elements exist independently from the utilitarian function, the elements in question could not be separated).

Trademark law generally offers the most effective IP protection in the U.S. through safeguarding distinctive logos or trade names to the extent they serve to identify the source of the product. A word, name, symbol, or device may acquire trademark protection in the normal course of commerce, and once acquired may be registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office. Because of the difficulty in securing design protection, fashion designers often rely on labels, which may have trademark protection to protect their products, although color, design, or packaging may also receive trademark protection. Further, trademark laws protect so-called “trade dress,” when the visual attributes of a product signal its source but are not functional. In Wal-mart Stores v. Samara Brothers, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized two categories of “trade dress”: the protection of product design and the protection of product packaging. For product packaging protection, the packaging of the product must be inherently distinctive or have acquired a so-called secondary meaning as explained below. Regarding design protection, the Court held that the actual product might not be protected, as it could not be inherently distinctive; however, a product’s packaging may be protected when it is inherently distinctive. Both design and packaging may receive protection when they have acquired a secondary meaning, or when the public associates the design or packaging with the brand. A particular problem associated with trade dress is the requirement that the public is able to recognize an item as the work of a particular fashion house without referring to its label. Such standard renders this protection inapplicable for most designs as only rarely do they achieve

96. Misthal, supra note 85, at 28.
98. See Misthal, supra note 85, at 30–39 (explaining the process of registration).
99. See, e.g., Louis Vuitton Malletier v. Burlington Coat Factory Warehouse Corp., 426 F.3d 532, 534 (2d Cir. 2005) (considering the “likelihood-of-confusion” in items of fashion and determining that a side-by-side comparison is adequate and attention to wider market conditions is necessary under the Lanham Act).
100. See Scafidi, Intellectual Property and Fashion Design, supra note 3, at 120.
103. Misthal, supra note 85, at 36.
105. Id. at 210–11.
106. Id. at 212–13.
107. Id. at 213–15.
108. Id. at 211–14.
the requisite “iconic recognition” to acquire trade dress status.\textsuperscript{109} The envy of shoe fashionistas around the world,\textsuperscript{110} Christian Louboutin’s signature “lacquered red sole”\textsuperscript{111} provides a particularly elegant example of trade dress. In \textit{Christian Louboutin v. Yves Saint Laurent}, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held that Louboutin’s distinctive red soles had acquired limited secondary meaning due to their association as a defining feature of the brand.\textsuperscript{112}

Although more limited than trademark, patent law offers protection for functional fashion designs or design elements that are substantially innovative and reach the requirements for patenting an invention.\textsuperscript{113} The U.S. Patent Act allows protection for designs for shoes, handbags, jewelry, and other items through obtaining a design patent valid for fifteen years.\textsuperscript{114} A design patent protects the concept of the product, not the product itself, and must be novel and non-functional, meaning that apparel that is deemed functional is not entitled to patent protection.\textsuperscript{115} Although some scholars may discount the importance of design patents, they nonetheless offer a means for protection of certain articles of fashion.\textsuperscript{116}

2. Intellectual Property Law in the European Union

In contrast to the minimal protection under U.S. IP law, European law offers enhanced protection both at the national and European Union levels.\textsuperscript{117}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{109} Cohen, \textit{supra} note 93, at 175.
\textsuperscript{111} “The mark consists of a lacquered red sole on footwear.” RED SOLE MARK, Registration No. 3,361,597.
\textsuperscript{112} 696 F.3d 206, 212 (2d Cir. 2012). For a full discussion, see Monica Sullivan, Comment, \textit{After Louboutin: Responding to Trademark Ownership of Color in Creative Contexts}, 64 MERCER L. REV. 1047, 1047 (2012). The author concludes: “The protection of color in the fashion context is unlikely to be limited any further in light of the fact that the \textit{Christian Louboutin} case has reached finality (for now).” \textit{Id.} at 1075–76.
\textsuperscript{113} Scafidi, \textit{Intellectual Property and Fashion Design}, \textit{supra} note 3, at 122.
\textsuperscript{116} See \textit{id.} at 277–89 (discussing design protections, the application for design protection, and the elements that provide a strong design patent).
\end{flushleft}
The EU Designs Protection Directive\textsuperscript{118} provides a regulatory framework for the protection of “designs by registration”\textsuperscript{119} in the European Union.\textsuperscript{120} The Directive defines design as “the appearance of the whole or a part of a product resulting from the features of, in particular, the lines, contours, colours, shape, texture and/or materials of the product itself and/or its ornamentation.”\textsuperscript{121} To qualify for protection, a design must “be new . . . and have individual character,” meaning that “the component part, once it has been incorporated into the complex product, remains visible during normal use of the latter, and . . . those features of the component part fulfill in themselves the requirements as to novel and individual character.”\textsuperscript{122} In addition, EU Regulation 6/2002 provides protection for registered rights for five years with a possible renewal for twenty-five years, and for unregistered rights for three years.\textsuperscript{123} Further, Directive 2004/48/EC requires Member States to adopt “measures, procedures and remedies necessary to ensure the enforcement of the intellectual property rights”\textsuperscript{124} and provides specific rights to parties who reasonably show infringement of their intellectual property rights\textsuperscript{125} to prevent such goods from “entry into or movement within the channels of commerce.”\textsuperscript{126} Council Regulation 1383/2003 provides a legal mechanism for custom authorities to take action on goods that may infringe IP rights.\textsuperscript{127} In addition to EU protection, European national IP laws, particularly in the

\begin{itemize}
\item[119.] \textit{Id.} art. 3.
\item[120.] In contrast to self-executing European regulations, European directives oblige member states to achieve a policy aim without specifying the particular means of implementation.
\item[122.] \textit{Id.} art. 3.
\item[125.] \textit{Id.} § 2, art. 7.
\item[126.] \textit{Id.} § 4, art. 9.
\end{itemize}
United Kingdom, France, Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands provide additional rigorous protection. With the 2016 referendum on the UK’s membership in the EU, there are likely to be significant legal developments in the UK as it redefines its legal relationship with the body of EU law. In any case, the UK will be subject to EU law until it formally leaves the EU, a process triggered by the Conservative Government’s invocation of Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty in March 2017.

III. ANALYSIS

Just as the Chanel 2.55 handbag, the Burberry trench coat, and a navy blazer constitute some of fashion’s “classic” pieces, the emerging field of fashion law is developing its collection beyond a particular focus on IP; therefore, the remainder of this Article analyzes key areas for further research. This analysis will cover much of Professor Scafidi’s “four basic pillars”—“intellectual property,” “business and finance,” “international trade and government regulation,” and “consumer culture and civil rights”—although this Article will not address the various commercial arrangements that underlie the business of fashion law as so doing would make the scope of the current


130. See Legge 22 aprile 1941, n. 633, G.U. July 16, 1941, n. 166 (It.) (Italian Copy Law); see also Decreto Legislativo 10 febbraio 2005, n.273, C. proprieta industrial Dec. 12, 2002, n.30 (It.) (Code of Industrial Property) (granting broad copyright protection to articles of fashion and requiring industrial designs to have artistic value).

131. See Gesetz über den rechtlichen Schutz von Mustern und Modellen - Geschmacksmustergesetz [GeschmMG] [Act on the Legal Protection of Designs], Mar. 12, 2004, BUNDESGESETZBLATT, Teil I [BGBl. I] at 122 (Ger.); Urheberrechtsgesetz [UrhG] [Act on Copyright and Related Rights], Sept. 9, 1965, BUNDESGESETZBLATT, Teil I [BGBl. I] at 1273 (Ger.) (providing copyright protection for a design if is of high artistic value and it is sufficiently novel, differing from previous designs to the extent that it is regarded as an individual intellectual creation).


134. MALCOLM BARNARD, FASHION THEORY: AN INTRODUCTION 71 (2014).

work unmanageable. Instead, the first section focuses on the particular deficiencies of the current IP law framework in providing protection to articles of fashion and designers. The second section examines fashion’s interplay with society, focusing on fundamental human rights with respect to clothing, ethical issues in fashion advertising, and certain laws designed to regulate the fashion industry’s impact on health. The third section analyzes the legal challenges facing adequate labor regulation for the fashion industry. The fourth section considers the deficiencies in the law that inhibit greater sustainability in the fashion industry. The article concludes by encouraging diversification of fashion law’s research agenda from primarily IP into other areas that are fundamental to the industry and the law.

A. Protection of Intellectual Property in the Fashion Industry and Its Deficiencies

With an international patchwork of IP laws and various levels of global enforcement, the fashion industry continues to face legal challenges to protecting its value. Although IP is the most developed area of fashion law, it nonetheless suffers from a number of weaknesses. As Professor Andrew Beckerman-Rodau notes, the law’s inconsistent IP framework for clothing creates an unpredictable regime characterized by an arbitrary approach to the protection of items of fashion. As a chorus of scholars has persuasively set forth the arguments for enhanced protection, a comprehensive overview

136. However, an increasing body of literature summarizes the various commercial issues that influence fashion law and are deserving of further academic research. See, e.g., FASHION LAW, supra note 4; HERZEC & HOGAN, supra note 4.


139. See Hemphill & Suk, supra note 59, at 1150.


is beyond the scope of this Article. Instead, the following highlights some of the most problematic lacunae in the law.

First, various jurisdictions either lack or fail to enforce appropriate IP laws. As discussed above, the European Union offers a high level of IP protection, while the U.S. restricts protection to functionality rather than style or design, and other countries offer no legal protection for either functionality or design. Moreover, as poignantly expressed by Professor Brian Hilton et al., “[i]t is always possible to find a country where one can manufacture blatant copies or counterfeits with no fear of falling foul of the law.” Without robust global standards and vigorous enforcement, the fashion industry faces significant challenges in protecting its value.

Even though IP has been the staple of fashion law, the depiction of “IP producers as powerful and IP users as weak” is not completely accurate in the case of the U.S. With 38% of the global top 200 fashion companies by market capitalization based in North America, some argue that the fashion industry is “a thriving and powerful business that operates outside traditional intellectual property law.” Notwithstanding the economic power of large fashion firms, such a simplistic view of the industry overinflates the economic power of fashion firms, ignores the ethical arguments for stronger IP protection, and fails to adequately consider small and emerging designers. Further, weak IP laws continue to disadvantage fashion designers in the U.S. compared with their counterparts in other parts of the world,

144. Id. at 345–46.
145. Cheng, supra note 142, at 119.
148. See Hilton et al., supra note 143, at 348; see also Brian Angelo Lee, Making Sense of “Moral Rights” in Intellectual Property, 84 Temp. L. Rev. 71, 90 (2011) (arguing that an economics-based account of intellectual property is inadequate, as non-economic moral considerations play as important a role in American intellectual thought).
149. Burberry’s efforts to protect its signature checkered design illustrates the great efforts and expense that established designers must routinely take to protect their designs, and which less established designers are unlikely to match. See Burberry Ltd. v. Euro Moda, Inc., No. 08 Civ. 5781, 2009 WL 1675080, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. June 10, 2009).
most notably in Europe. Yet, Congress has perennially failed to pass stricter IP law for fashion, “primarily for fear of restraining competition or promoting litigiousness.” Aside from political reluctance to strengthen IP law, there is also a lack of consensus between designers and scholars for enhanced protection, with some scholars arguing that enhanced IP protection is unnecessary and that copying actually sparks creativity, which Professor Kal Raustiala and Professor Christopher Sprigman term the “privacy paradox.” According to this theory, copying benefits designers through the process of “induced obsolescence” that occurs when copying accelerates fashion cycles by causing the most fashionable consumers to demand new styles as soon as copyists have produced knock-off copies for the masses. Proponents of the theory further argue that copying benefits consumers who demand trendy styles but who cannot afford the more expensive originals that are either protected by trademarks or suitably different from the copies to the extent they retain their value among the elites. Moreover, adherents of the theory argue that copying promotes so-called “anchoring,” the term that describes the process by which new trends emerge, converge, and capture the imagination of consumers. Given the strong arguments for and against stricter IP protect of items of fashion, U.S. legislative efforts have stumbled in providing a legal regime that suitably protects designers and their garments.

In response to the weakness of IP laws in the U.S., designers, fashion companies, and courts have developed other means to enhance the protection of designs and products. For example, designers have increasingly relied on prominent logos to the detriment of more innovative product designs.

150. See Miller, supra note 83, at 141–44.
153. See Raustiala & Sprigman, supra note 86, at 1691. The authors point out that their “core claim is that piracy is paradoxically beneficial for the fashion industry, or at least piracy is not very harmful.” Id. at 1727.
154. Id. at 1722.
155. See id. at 1722–23.
156. Id. at 1729.
157. In the past few years, Congress has failed to pass a number of proposed legislative initiatives that would have addressed the lack of IP protection for fashion articles. See Innovative Design Protection Act, S. 3523, 112th Cong. (2012); Innovative Design Protection and Piracy Prevention Act, S. 3728, 111th Cong. (2010); Design Piracy Prohibition Act, H.R. 2196, 111th Cong. (2009).
159. See The Devil Wears Trademark, supra note 151, at 996.
Logos are not simply artistic flairs, but they are often paramount to the design itself as they provide one of the few means of protection. Therefore, such logoization stifles creativity by forcing designers to rely on logos to adequately protect a product in the absence of robust legal design protection. To halt this logoization, Congress should reform IP law by adopting sui generis legislation to protect fashion design.

Beyond logoization, current IP law may restrict creativity and customer choice in other ways. To explain, where designers have produced garments that have achieved an inherently distinctive look—and thus qualify for IP protection—the law often disincentivizes innovative designs that may be constrained by the inability to adequately protect them if such designs are deemed to vary too greatly with the designs typically associated with the particular brand. This situation simultaneously disadvantages new designers whose styles are not yet well-known, established designers who wish to experiment with new “looks,” and society at large that would benefit from enhanced creativity and greater consumer choice. Moreover, Professor Scott Hemphill and Professor Jeannie Suk note that the existing IP regime of limited legal protection “tends, if anything, to push fashion consumption and production in the direction of status and luxury rather than more polyvalent production.” The limited IP regime further skews the market to large, established fashion companies that have the resources and legal counsel to protect their designs, which often regard copycat designs as “flattery” devoid of any real threat. Meanwhile, the law significantly undermines emerging designers who often lack the resources, legal mechanisms, and ability to indicate a unique source to adequately protect their fashions from copying and lack the public notoriety to benefit in the same way more established brands do. Therefore, the law’s lack of

161. The Devil Wears Trademark, supra note 151, at 1011.
162. Id. at 996.
164. Hemphill & Suk, supra note 59, at 1179.
166. Id. at 341.
adequate protection distorts design and unduly harms small and emerging designers.

Aside from the manner in which IP laws may entrench established designers, the law has failed to adapt to technological advances. As production costs have declined sharply, concurrently with an acceleration of the speed of production, exact runway design copies may appear in discount shops before distribution of authentic copies. This atmosphere of rapid production cycles and limited design protection provides the platform for the “fast fashion” model, pioneered by the Spanish company Zara and effectively used by other retailers including H&M, Forever 21, and Topshop. With short production times and trendy designs, the fast fashion business model delivers designs inspired by “high-cost luxury fashion trends” at minimal costs. Rather than investing in design, fast fashion companies take inspiration from trends and customer behavior, thereby reducing creativity and instead driving innovation away from fashion’s expressive capacity in favor of its conferral status. In particular, fast fashion disincentivizes the development of new designs, as copies harm the value of original designs. Ultimately, this drag on innovation further favors established, well-known designs, further disadvantaging emerging designers.

Against these developments, it is important to point out that the law is ill-equipped to protect designers in the world of fast fashion that rapidly converts “catwalk styles” into mass-produced items, aided by the fashion press, which often focuses on common features of designs in order to identify specific season looks. Moreover, the prevalence of social media and its influence on style at once disperses the latest trends to the masses.

168. Id. at 835.
175. Id. at 1174.
176. Id. at 1176–77.
177. See Tokatli, supra note 173, at 29.
178. See Wade, supra note 165, at 343.
179. See Wander, supra note 82, at 258–59.
which benefits fast fashion companies more than the actual designer.  
Further, fast fashion companies have focused their infrastructure on rapid communications networks and efficient supply chains rather than actually shaping new styles. As a result, fast fashion may ultimately harm creativity in the industry, providing consumers with fewer innovative designs from which to choose. Fast fashion further encumbers longer-term creativity because established fashion companies necessarily enjoy a favored position vis-à-vis newer designers who lack well-known marks that attract customer patronage. Congress and other more forward-thinking legislatures should consider new forms of legal protection for the innovative ideas and contributions of designers.

Even though trademarks provide the primary legal protection of brands and licenses, the limitations of trademark protection mean that other factors play a key role in ensuring the long-term value of brands. For example, U.S. trademark law provides that the owner of a famous trademark has the right to bring a dilution action against an item that tarnishes or disturbs the distinctiveness of the trademark. In contrast, the holder of a trademark that has not reached such high notoriety—which is often the case except for the most well-known designers—will only be able to bring an action to enforce the trademark under more restricted circumstances. In the strictest sense, trademark law may protect the brand; yet, a brand encompasses the full image of a fashion designer and can be influenced by much more than counterfeits and dilution. The current legal approach to brands often fails to address these other issues and myopically focuses

180. See Tokatli, supra note 173, at 29.
181. Id.
183. For one such innovative approach, see id. at 430.
185. See Peter M. Kort et al., Brand Image and Brand Dilution in the Fashion Industry, 42 AUTOMATICA 1363 (2005) (quantitatively evaluating the importance of sales volumes on the dilution of brands).
187. Cf. Watkins, supra note 147, at 54 (“Due to limited legal protection, the fashion industry relies more on business methods, such as strong brand marketing in commercials and print ads to create brand identity and customer loyalty. Fashion, thus, fosters a thriving and powerful business that operates outside of the traditional intellectual property law.”).
on the limited tools of IP protection, which may be neither available nor effective.

Moreover, technological advances\textsuperscript{188} and the public’s insatiable appetite for further innovation destabilizes the foundation upon which IP law rests. Additive manufacturing—or “3D printing”—poses particular problems with respect to counterfeiting and the authenticity of garments,\textsuperscript{189} particularly when the limited empirical data on fashion counterfeiting suggests that consumers may regard fashion copying as less egregious than counterfeiting in other industries.\textsuperscript{190} As fashion designers and manufacturers experiment with 3D printing,\textsuperscript{191} it has become increasingly important to consider not only the “implicit technological constraint” risks that technology poses to the foundations of IP\textsuperscript{192} but also the future relevance of protecting designs and fashion apparel. In the context of the mined diamond industry that has faced competition from synthetic diamonds, Professor Barton Beebe argues that the prevalence of high quality imitations will eventually undermine the scarcity of diamonds.\textsuperscript{193} By analogy, it follows that without adequate IP laws, exact copies of fashion items risk eroding the authenticity of brands through inhibiting the detection of counterfeits as well as raising issues of quality control.\textsuperscript{194} As technology continues to outpace the appropriate law to regulate it, legal scholarship is all the more important in this area as a means to inform policymakers and lay the foundation for effective regulation.

Against the lack of adequate IP protection as well as technological threats to its integrity, Professor Christophe Geiger notes that the “public
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at large” has questioned the very foundation of IP. In particular, IP law tends to promote the interest of Western notions of property without appropriately protecting indigenous cultural property or other views of property. Current IP regulatory structures reflect Western notions of property without adequately appreciating the unique dichotomy between the indigenous knowledge and the people to which it belongs. For example, Professor Peter Shand argues that the unauthorized incorporation of indigenous Maori patterns in Jean-Paul Gaultier’s Spring/Summer 2000 lines not only misappropriated the cultural design but also did it in a gravely offensive manner, noting that the pieces did “not seem to even enter into the ken of a blithe spirit of contemporary fashion.” Additionally, cultural and artistic traditions may actually conflict with basic assumptions of Western IP law. In stark departure from the Western philosophical foundations of IP law, China historically has regarded imitation as “a noble art” rather than “a moral offense.” Hence, Western notions of IP may run counter to traditional Chinese morality by concentrating important elements of “life, culture, and society” from the public domain into a limited number of IP right holders. Increasing globalization demands that comparative legal scholarship examines this clash of cultures and notions of property.

198. Id. at 74. Professor Shand praises the approach of Moontide, the New Zealand swimsuit company, in its consultation with the local community for its use of indigenous designs that reflect not only commercial viability but also cultural respect. Id. at 71–72.
201. Id.
B. Society and Fashion Law

Throughout history, fashion has exerted a fundamental influence on society, and the media, civil society, and others have routinely criticized the industry’s role and impact on the public, often demanding changes in the law to curtail the alleged offensive behavior. As fashion necessarily exists to distinguish its adherents, it has often exerted a divisive force in society as well as acted as a visible symbol of inequality, encouraging the fashionable to distinguish themselves through “conspicuous consumption.” Historically, one of fashion’s dominant theories associated with Thorsten Veblen holds that social elites adopt particular fashions in order to distinguish themselves from those of a lower class, yet, unlike previous social epochs, rapid, inexpensive production methods have democratized fashion, delivering popular designs and trends within the reach of most consumers. This democratization, fueled by the rise of “chic-cheap” courtesy of design copyists, has loosened the distinction between exclusive designers and those who market to the masses. Further, the fast fashion movement has largely defeated the moral critique of fashion’s exclusive right of the wealthy as Professor Nebahat Tokatli has demonstrated that fast fashion retailers have generally refocused consumption away from “exclusivity,

202. See generally The Force of Fashion in Politics and Society: Global Perspectives from Early Modern to Contemporary Times (Beverly Lemire ed., 2010) (providing a collection of studies that explore various cultural, economic, and political developments through the lens of fashion).


206. See id. at 171.


208. See Farkas, supra note 2, at 227.


210. However, more recent research has argued that “[t]he traditional economic account of the fashion process incorrectly assumes that individuals and groups innovate new fashions primarily to assert their status as hierarchically superior to others.” Beebe, supra note 167, at 822.
Regardless of motivations, the law indirectly sets some limits on conspicuous consumption through restrictions on the supply chain of the fashion industry, such as the use of certain precious metals, diamonds, and animal products. Beyond these limits on raw materials, the laws regarding dress have moved away from historical sumptuary regulations and become more influenced by basic notions of freedom of expression, speech, and religion. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights recognize a universal right to freedom of expression. In the United States, a number of courts have wrestled with concepts of freedom of speech and freedom of expression in the context of clothing. U.S. law does not allow true political speech to be curtailed, but courts recognize various exemptions.
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211. Tokatli, supra note 173, at 23.
212. Section 1502 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Protection Act provides a regulatory regime to require publicly traded companies in the United States to disclose the origin of so-called conflict minerals (including gold) from the Democratic Republic of Congo or adjoining countries. See 15 U.S.C. § 78m(p) (2012).
214. With 182 signatories, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora provides an international approach to the regulation of animal products, such as trade in ivory, various types of fur, and other materials that may be used in the fashion industry. See What Is CITES?, CITES, https://www.cites.org/eng/disc/what.php [https://perma.cc/W3NJ-SDGF].
220. For example, the U.S. Supreme Court has limited content-based restrictions on speech that incites hatred, Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47 (1919), and that is obscene, Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476 (1957), in addition to so-called time, manner, and place restrictions, Schneider v. State, 308 U.S. 147 (1939). Further, courts have recognized that public schools are typically closed forums, in which the government retains significant control over speech. See Christopher B. Gilbert, We Are What We Wear: Revisiting Student Dress
including restrictions on clothing that school students may wear. Nevertheless, the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that students do not “shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate.” UK courts have also recognized freedom of religion as a decisive factor in determining the right of school pupils to wear certain religious styles or dress. Although freedoms of speech, expression, and religion in the U.S. and UK have played decisive factors in guiding the law, other countries, most notably France and Turkey, have identified alternative policy considerations for restricting religious dress in schools. In contrast, a number of other countries grant constitutional protections for more permissive dress than France, Turkey, the U.S., and the UK. However, given that the law is concerned with notions of rights of expression or religion, an actual right to “freedom of dress” remains elusive despite strong arguments, including those by Professor Gowri Ramachandran, who argues that the “connection between freedom of dress and a notion that control over our own bodies is essential to human dignity.”

Although the law often accords schools greater discretion to create, implement, and enforce rules, employees enjoy limited freedom of expression in the workplace as courts often defer to employer dress codes. Therefore, fashion choices, dress codes, and diverging sartorial tastes in the office may raise significant legal issues. Professor Deborah Rhode’s groundbreaking
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221. See generally Robson, supra note 13, at 103–05 (considering the seminal U.S. Supreme Court case Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District that required schools to show that student attire would substantially and materially interfere with appropriate levels of discipline).

222. Tinker, 393 U.S. at 506.
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The Beauty Bias brought the topic of appearance discrimination to the forefront of employment discrimination law. Clothing and fashion choices that may accentuate the employee’s appearance often play a role in cases of appearance discrimination. Most modern legal systems clearly prohibit gender discrimination and sexual harassment; yet, appearance discrimination largely lacks legal redress unless accompanied by other forms of discrimination. Some scholars argue that employers require dress codes to limit expression in the workplace and promote “the goals and values of the organization’s leadership,” asserting that “dress and grooming decisions serve as proxies for business judgment,” which has some support in case law. However, such dress codes may impact unfairly based on gender, religion, or national origin. Despite the fact that society may continue
to identify certain attire as “professional” in the workplace, generational changes challenge these established norms. Moreover, appearance discrimination that adversely affects individuals based on a variety of features, beliefs, and style choices raises serious questions about the role of law in the context of fashion and apparel.

Cultural and social factors connected with identity may play strong influences in choices of dress. In particular, religious codes or practices may prescribe a variety of rules regarding dress, which may conflict with laws and regulations of various jurisdictions, challenging notions of religious freedom vis-à-vis societal pressures. Additionally, Professor Mary Lou O’Neil notes that various regimes may regulate clothing in an attempt to “bind individuals to the regime and create a model citizen that will support it.” While a number of laws regulate the wearing of religious dress or symbols, the 2010 French law prohibiting headscarves was the first by a European country to ban the wearing of

justify dress codes that may discriminate on the basis of religion in certain circumstances). Visone, supra note 233, at 366 (citing Jespersen v. Harrah’s Operating Co., 444 F.3d 1104, 1109 (9th Cir. 2006) (finding that different grooming standards for male and female employees may not constitute sex discrimination)).


240. Id. at 6.

241. See, e.g., FURI-PERRY, supra note 4, at 89–92 (discussing challenges to restrictions on religious dress in the workplace in Goldman v. Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503 (1986) and Xodus v. Wackenhut Corp., 619 F.3d 683 (7th Cir. 2010)).


244. Although religious headscarves comprise a wide variety of coverings, including the niqab, burqa, or burka, which more correctly denotes a veil covering the entire body, and others, this discussion uses several terms based on the particular regulations or issues addressed. See Gary Watt, Dress, Law and Naked Truth: A Cultural Study of Fashion and Form 132 (2013).
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the face veil in general public\textsuperscript{246} in modern times,\textsuperscript{247} although several other European countries have either considered or enacted various restrictions,\textsuperscript{248} and there are yet other national and local bans throughout the world.\textsuperscript{249} Despite fierce criticism,\textsuperscript{250} the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) upheld the ban\textsuperscript{251} on the basis that “open-face communication constitutes an indispensable requirement of ‘living together’ in society.”\textsuperscript{252} Echoing the ECHR ban, the European Court of Justice held that companies could prohibit headscarves in the workplace as part of a general prohibition on religious symbols and dress.\textsuperscript{253} On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, the U.S. Supreme Court recently considered the responsibilities of employers in hiring decisions where the wearing of a headscarf motivates a hiring
decision. 254 In EEOC v. Abercrombie & Fitch Stores, Inc. 255 the Supreme Court held that an employer may be liable for discrimination “if religion motivates an adverse employment action, regardless of whether the employer’s perception of the employee’s religion is accurate.” 256 Thus, the case establishes a means by which an employer may be liable for a refusal to hire if a potential employee’s dress indicates a particular religion or belief. 257 Finally, in one of the latest of many attempts of the state to regulate beachwear, 258 dozens of towns in France introduced bans on swimsuits designed for “women who practice sartorial hijab” that cover all of the body excluding the face, hands, and feet, 259 commonly called burkinis. 260 In late August 2016, the Conseil d’Etat, France’s highest administrative court, ruled that these bans were illegal as they violated fundamental liberties. 261 Although an exhaustive discussion on these developments is beyond the scope of this Article, they illustrate the inextricable connection between fashion, the law, and human rights, raising divisive questions for the judiciaries in a multicultural world. 262 Beyond rights of freedom of expression, speech, and religion for individuals wearing particular garments, fashion raises fundamental legal and ethical questions regarding freedom of expression and creativity guaranteed by international law with respect to designers. 263 For example, Moschino’s fall/winter 2014 collection inspired in part by McDonalds’ logos has been

256. Flake, supra note 254, at 91.
criticized both for promoting unhealthy eating habits as well as mocking low-paid employees, not to mention potential copyright violations. Beyond these criticisms, other elements of pop culture inspired the collection, raising freedom of speech issues. As other art forms, fashion often shocks and may convey a range of political statements. Yet, fashion enjoys the protection of the law vis-à-vis IP law, licensing, and other legal mechanisms, unlike paintings, sculptures, and other artistic pieces. Fashion’s connection with commerce, and thus commercial free speech, raises a host of research questions defining the relationship between the law, fashion, society, and commerce. Given that other brands, perhaps most notably Benetton, continue to test the boundaries of ethics and freedom of expression through designs and advertisements, the law will undoubtedly evolve with society.

Further, many have harshly criticized the fashion industry for promoting unhealthy body images with its preference for a certain body type. Critics have increasingly scrutinized fashion’s reliance on “skinny models” over the past few years, calling for further regulation and arguing that such practices


271. See FURI-PERRY, supra note 4, at 147. The author summarizes the, often alarming, “industry standard” of using skinny models based on the way clothing “stand[s] out” on
destroy confidence and promote unhealthy body images. Considering the relationship between body image and the protection of health and safety, there exists a reasonable nexus between fashion and the law to address these issues; yet, the law in many countries has largely neglected or delegated responsibility for these issues to other stakeholders. Countries in continental Europe and Israel appear to be the exception to the laissez-faire approach to law elsewhere on these matters. With its pre-eminent position in the world of fashion, France’s introduction of health concerns into the modeling industry represents a particularly important development in fashion law. On April 3, 2015, France’s National Assembly passed legislation that led to a requirement that models obtain a doctor’s certificate attesting to their healthy weight based on age and other characteristics as well as restrictions on the retouching of fashion model photographs. The legislation followed similar laws adopted in Italy, Spain, and Israel. However, the law has its critics, who argue that it oversimplifies the complex psychology of body image, does not address the actual causes of anorexia gaunt figures, society’s ideal standards of beauty, and the difficulty of ordinary consumers to attain such a “slim silhouette.”


See FURI-PERRY, supra note 4, at 148 (noting the self-regulation in the fashion industry through such organizations such as the Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana in Italy—the organizers of Fashion Week in both Milan and Rome—in conjunction with the Italian Government to prohibit using models under the age of sixteen and to require medical certificates attesting to the models’ health); see also CFDA in 2017: The Health Initiative Evolves, COUNCIL FASHION DESIGNERS AM. (Dec. 21, 2017), https://cfda.com/news/cfda-in-2017-the-health-initiative-evolves-to-include-sexual-harassment [https://perma.cc/28DA-AZEX] (forming a health initiative in 2007 that supports the health of models).

Julie Gladstone, Note, The Skinny on BMI-Based Hiring: An Assessment of the Legality and Effectiveness of Israel’s Weight Restriction Law, 15 WASH. U. GLOBAL STUD. L. REV. 495 (2016) (analyzing the background that led to adoption of the law and criticizing it vis-à-vis Israel’s Basic Law and relevant case law).


nervosa or bulimia, and instead, may disproportionately affect certain models. In particular, Professor John Evans et al. argue that such laws may lack a nuanced approach necessary to address the complex network of psychological “issues relating to power and control” that underlie body image and eating disorders, and thereby fail to address serious health concerns, while stigmatizing vulnerable individuals. In 2015, the UK Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) banned an advertisement published in Elle magazine that “featured a black and white photograph of a woman lying on the floor with her hands on her head” after finding that the advertisement was irresponsible based on the depiction of a model who was “unhealthily thin.” Likewise, the ASA banned an irresponsible Gucci advertisement featuring another “unhealthily thin” model. Granted, the rulings provide a step in the right direction; yet, the lack of guidance on what constitutes “too skinny” exposes fashion companies, advertisers, the media, and models to scrutiny without an adequate means to gauge public and political expectations. Moreover, legislators in the United States may not so easily duplicate reforms in Europe because commercial free speech protections could restrict the regulation of retouching photographs in advertising. Although other disciplines have examined various health and body image issues in detail,
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283. See Kerry C. Donovan, Vanity Fare: The Cost, Controversy, and Art of Fashion Advertising Retouching, 26 NOTRE DAME L.J. ETHICS & PUB’L 583, 609 (2010). Donovan examines the possibility of regulating retouched fashion advertisements and concludes that “a warning label system” could pass scrutiny under the main test of commercial speech as outlined in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission of New York. Id. at 619; see 447 U.S. 557, 561–63 (1980).

284. See, e.g., Shelly Grabe et al., The Role of the Media in Body Image Concerns Among Women: A Meta-Analysis of Experimental and Correlational Studies, 134 PSYCHOL. BULL. 460, 471 (2008) (analyzing research studies that suggest exposure to advertisements featuring ideally thin models lead to a range of body image issues); Emma Halliwell & Helga Dittmar, Does Size Matter? The Impact of Model’s Body Size on Women’s Body-Focused Anxiety and Advertising Effectiveness, 23 J. SOC. & CLINICAL PSYCHOL. 104, 120 (2004) (arguing that exposure to advertisements featuring particularly thin models in
the legal literature is limited; therefore, this area offers rich research
opportunities that focus on fashion’s impact on society with respect to
health, particularly with the flurry of new regulations on these matters.

C. The Fashion Industry and Labor Issues

A host of national laws, international standards, and best industry
practices regulate labor in the fashion industry. The International Labour
Organization (ILO) seeks to ensure adequate international safeguards for
labor to ensure basic standards among all countries. Recognizing the
economic impact of poor safety and working conditions, the G7 has worked
to promote enhanced labor rights and working conditions in global supply
chains through the promulgation of standards of due diligence in the textile
and garment industry. In conjunction with the ILO, the G7 has called
for the establishment of a “Vision Zero Fund” to provide compensation for
garment factory workers injured in work-related accidents as well as promote
enhanced fire inspection and safety regulations.

285. The nature of national laws varies widely between countries. For example, in
the United States, the main legal protection is contained in the National Labor Relations
Act of 1935, and in India, the Constitution of India and the Industrial Disputes Acts of
1947 provide significant labor protections. 29 U.S.C. §§ 151–69 (2012); No. 14 of 1947, INDIA
Code (2017); e.g., INDIA Const. arts. 19 (protecting the right to join a union), 23 (prohibiting
forced labor), 24 (prohibiting child labor), 43 (introducing a right to a living wage).
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multi-stakeholder codes and monitoring mechanisms of labor standards); John Gerard
Ruggie, The Theory and Practice of Learning Networks: Corporate Social Responsibility
and the Global Compact, 27 J. CORP. CITIZENSHIP, Spring 2002, at 27, 35 (summarizing
the manner in which the U.N. Global Compact may help promote best international corporate
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290. Id. at 5.
Despite these initiatives, reports of poor labor standards are endemic in the fashion industry. Global fashion production and distribution networks involve complex networks of separate entities pressured to minimize costs while simultaneously immunizing large North American or European retailers from liability for failures of the practices of other firms in their supply chains. For domestic labor issues, various jurisdictions in the developed world have stringent laws to protect workers; however, in a number of developing countries, these standards are anything but uniform, and even when high standards exist legally, they are often ignored in practice. With the hundreds—or more—firms involved in the manufacturing processes of the world’s top apparel companies, such companies inevitably struggle to ensure compliance with relevant human rights obligations, often relying on poorly educated women and children who have little choice but to accept lower wages and poorer working conditions. Recent disasters such as the
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295. See, e.g., Uma Rani et al., Minimum Wage Coverage and Compliance in Developing Countries, 152 Int’l Lab. Rev. 381, 381–82 (2013). Rani et al. consider minimum wage standards in developing countries, finding that “a higher level of minimum wages—as in Costa Rica, India, Indonesia, Peru, the Philippines, South Africa and Turkey—tends to be associated with lower rates of compliance.” Id. at 394.


Rana Plaza collapse\textsuperscript{298} continue to illustrate the law’s failure to provide proper, effective safeguards and remedies for injuries.\textsuperscript{299} Moreover, the fast fashion industry further contributes to an environment where fair labor conditions are at risk\textsuperscript{300} because tight supply chains increase pressure on suppliers, which in turn puts safe and ethical practices in jeopardy\textsuperscript{301} and exploits and sustains the conspicuously uneven global wage regime.\textsuperscript{302}

Despite the fact that a number of international legal initiatives attempt to improve labor standards, these inevitably fall short because there is no adequate international enforcement mechanism. As actual labor practices in international supply chains reflect not only national employment law and specific market factors, but also the influence and pressure of non-state actors,\textsuperscript{303} there is considerable scope to influence labor conditions through non-legal channels. According to Professor Kevin Kolben, this “private regulation” includes practices largely falling outside the remit of state oversight that address working conditions as well as the relationship between employers and employees.\textsuperscript{304} As such, so-called “soft law,” which provides general obligations based on international law, codes, standards, and norms,\textsuperscript{305} may provide a more appropriate set of rules than “hard law” in the absence of effective global enforcement mechanisms.\textsuperscript{306}
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\textsuperscript{302.} See Cliff, supra note 170, at 43. Cline reports that the average American garment manufacturing wages are four times more than those in China, eleven times more than those in the Dominican Republic, and thirty-eight times more than those in Bangladesh, where the minimum monthly wage for operators of sewing machines is $43 per month. Id.

\textsuperscript{303.} David J. Doorey, In Defense of Transnational Domestic Labor Regulation, 43 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 933, 957 (2010).


\textsuperscript{305.} See Kenneth W. Abbott et al., The Concept of Legalization, 54 INT’L ORG. 401, 418 (2000).

\textsuperscript{306.} See Yossi Dahan et al., Global Justice, Labor Standards and Responsibility, 12 THEORETICAL INQUIRES L. 439, 446 (2011). The authors note that “[i]n the age of globalization, which is characterized by a decrease in state governance, various labor institutional arrangements have been called upon to assume responsibility for workers’ rights[, including] . . . standards prescribed by the International Labor Organization (ILO), private modes of regulation included under the umbrella of Corporate Social Responsibility, as well as unilateral, bilateral and multilateral agreements that link together trade and labor standards.” Id.
Legal research into the interplay between international laws, standards, and soft law could help identify and promote more effective approaches to improving labor conditions in fashion supply chains. In particular, several areas of concern require a number of legal and non-legal reforms to ensure safe working conditions in the fashion industry’s supply chain as pointed out by Professor Pauline Overeem and Professor Martje Theuws.\(^3^0^7\)

First, companies must monitor their entire supply chains and should engage in necessary corrective action on an ongoing basis rather than limiting their involvement with “the end manufacturing units” in their supply chains.\(^3^0^8\)

Second, fashion brands should understand their entire supply chains and improve the traceability of their raw materials.\(^3^0^9\) Indeed, a number of companies, including Nike and Adidas, have implemented structures to ensure compliance with their obligations throughout the manufacturing process.\(^3^1^0\)

Third, Overeem and Theuws argue that companies should conduct reasonable due diligence prior to sourcing materials to identify potential human rights violations\(^3^1^1\) and pay close attention to practices that may indicate signs of child labor, including low wages, or dominating cultural views.\(^3^1^2\) Fourth, companies must not simply eliminate children from the workplace but also ensure they return to schools and provide for their other essential needs during the transition period.\(^3^1^3\)

Beyond these specific actions, disclosure of key information provides transparency and encourages greater involvement by stakeholders. The theory behind disclosure requirements is that publication of full details will eliminate practices in which companies would not otherwise engage,\(^3^1^4\) and transparency assures customers of the public commitment of companies to social justice.\(^3^1^5\) The Worker Rights Consortium (WRC) has contributed significantly to greater transparency through its efforts to improve the working
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conditions and labor protection of employees in the production of university apparel. In particular, the WRC independently monitors and investigates working practices, publishes publicly available reports, and provides assistance to workers in apparel factories.316 Beyond the impact on working conditions at the production stage, Professor Douglas Kysar points out the manner in which so-called process-label products may be self-perpetuating because “the mere existence of such products on store shelves signals to the consumer” that there is sufficient demand for the products, which, in turn, encourages other consumers to purchase the goods.317 Promoting consumer demand for apparel produced through fair working practices could provide a potent means to raise labor standards where the law is often ineffective.

In addition to disclosure of information, other reforms could be implemented such as so-called “jobber agreements” in the United States which govern the relationships among companies that outsource production of apparel and subsequently market the finished products to retailers.318 Accordingly, companies manufacturing goods overseas would sign such jobber agreements setting out living wages in line with local laws and conditions with unions in their home country and the countries where they manufacture their goods.319 The agreements would allow factory workers to rely on the provisions of these agreements in local courts “as third party beneficiaries.”320 This arrangement may provide an effective enforcement regime in the multi-jurisdictional supply chains of the apparel industry.

Aside from labor issues in supply chains, many have criticized the fashion industry for the poor labor standards of models.321 Despite the common perception that models enjoy a glamorous profession, models have increasingly alleged322 the difficulties of limited employment rights and a number of other labor issues.323 In particular, the international nature of the profession subjects models to an array of legal systems that may offer rights, but such
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rights may not always be publicized or enforced.324 Models often complain of the difficulty in recovering payment for work rendered and a lack of support from agencies to help them recover compensation.325 In addition to difficulties in receiving payment, many models struggle with the industry practice of payment in clothing, known as payment in “trade.”326 To combat these problems, the Model Alliance has drafted a Models’ Bill of Rights which emphasizes professionalism, safety, confidentiality, and privacy; calls for transparency in compensation matters; provides enhanced levels of autonomy and control for models; seeks more specific disclosure about commissions and management costs; and demands improved conditions and specific guidelines for models under the age of eighteen.327 Although the Models’ Bill of Rights represents an important step toward increasing protection of models, it lacks the force of law and is dependent upon voluntary compliance of industry actors. Recognizing the seriousness and persistence of labor issues throughout the fashion industry, fashion law provides rich opportunities for research into the interplay between norms, rules, and regulations that govern the rights and obligations of those who work in the industry.

D. Fashion and Sustainability

Since the 1930s, legal scholars328 and economists329 have attempted to explain the organization and purpose of firms, developing various models that largely focus on the rights and duties of shareholders and directors. At the heart of these models lies the basic question of the purpose of a corporation. Among the theories focusing on the relationship between shareholders and management, two competing models have dominated scholarship. First, the dominant of these theories, the shareholder primacy model, stresses shareholder value maximization by focusing on maximizing
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corporate profits and the investment of shareholders.\textsuperscript{330} Second, the main alternative model depicts the corporation as not only an economic entity but also one that may have a social impact or purpose.\textsuperscript{331} Strict acceptance of the shareholder maximization model has particular importance in its application to the supply chains in the fashion industry, and the law often appears to have little concern about the inequalities it causes. Specifically, companies seeking to maximize shareholder profits will frequently employ the cheapest labor available, which means outsourcing production to jurisdictions where labor standards and wages are lower, as discussed above.\textsuperscript{332}

Although the American judiciary and legal community continue to neglect corporate social responsibility, businesses around the globe and many other legal systems are increasingly placing a greater emphasis on responsibility and sustainability.\textsuperscript{333} Professor Annamma Joy \textit{et al.} define the concept of sustainability as the “complex and changing environmental dynamics that affect human livelihoods and well-being, with intersecting ecological, economic, and sociopolitical dimensions, both globally and locally.”\textsuperscript{334} The rapidly evolving products, geographically dispersed production and supply chains, and dependence on a number of raw materials, especially with respect to the fast fashion model, often exert a detrimental influence on both society and the environment.\textsuperscript{335} In particular, the fashion industry’s reliance on introducing new seasons of styles encourages a culture of consumption accompanied by the premature disposal of clothing,\textsuperscript{336} including 12.7 million tons of discarded textiles in the United States alone—or 68 pounds for each American.\textsuperscript{337} With its reliance on ever changing fashion cycles and promotion of “induced obsolescence” of styles as described above,\textsuperscript{338} the fast fashion movement relies on significant textile production which causes pronounced environmental degradation through reliance on pesticides for cotton production,
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chemical use in fabrics, and overgrazing of livestock. Moreover, the fast fashion industry has a particularly large carbon footprint with its reliance on large geographic production and supply chains, often relying on airfreighting of merchandise, sometimes with partial orders.

In response to these criticisms, the fashion industry has shown an increasing interest in ethical behavior and sustainability over the past decade despite the so-called “Fashion Paradox” that denotes the industry’s inherent contradictions vis-à-vis sustainability with its emphasis on fast emerging trends and its complex supply chain. Corporate social responsibility has become so important that all of the top twenty-five fashion companies in the world based on revenue have adopted some form of corporate social responsibility report, code, or similar measure. Well-known designers have trumpeted sustainability in their designs, collections, or policies, including Stella McCartney and Vivienne Westwood. Beyond these initiatives, companies that source raw materials from sustainable sources as well as garments from factories in the developing world can have a positive effect on the working conditions of the factories through adopting codes of ethics guaranteeing fair working conditions and wages as well as voluntarily certifying their products are made by factories that adhere to fair labor and
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human rights standards.348 Next, a variety of soft law, including codes of conduct and voluntary standards, has become more important in improving corporate social responsibility and sustainability. Professor David Doorey points out that at the core of soft law is the realization that “some social and economic problems are more effectively addressed through indirect legal signals that guide, steer, or encourage changes in behavior by influencing the practical conditions under which behavioral norms emerge.”349 Thus, these codes provide corporations a non-legal mechanism to regulate themselves in response to consumer demands.350 Furthermore, voluntary or involuntary reporting schemes351 by which companies report their sustainability efforts provide “invaluable sources for exploring industrial practices.”352 Not only can codes of conduct provide enhanced protection for labor as discussed in the section above, they may also help provide a means to help avoid expensive litigation and onerous government regulation.353 By adopting codes on such issues as well as other challenges facing the industry, fashion companies could make a real, positive difference where the law has failed. Granted, private regulation suffers from a number of deficiencies,354 and as Elizabeth Cline points out, “[n]o amount of social compliance, sparkling showpiece factories, or glassed-in doctor[s’] cubes changes the fact that it is entirely legal to pay poverty wages in most of the world’s factories.”355 Nonetheless, greater corporate social responsibility may provide an effective means to help enhance sustainability in the fashion industry. Given the fashion industry’s reliance on a wide range of raw materials, ultra fast production, extensive logistic systems, and other factors that may adversely affect societies and the environment, further legal research into addressing these concerns could greatly enhance the profile of fashion law as a force for delivering sustainable solutions to imminent problems.
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IV. CONCLUSION

With its penchant for wigs and gowns, the legal profession and academy have come surprisingly late to fashion law, but the subject has now captured the imagination of the legal community. Further, its substance is slowly evolving from a subfield of IP into a rich collection of legal issues inextricably connected with human rights, social norms, international commerce, and a host of other topics. This Article attempts to synthesize previous research in order to clarify fashion law’s definition and substance. Additionally, the Article identifies and critically examines some of fashion law’s key emerging areas of research. By examining the power of clothes to adorn, liberate, oppress, enrich, and impoverish individuals and societies, this article strives to bring fashion law into the mainstream of legal scholarship, study, and practice.

If the law is to protect IP and the wide network of stakeholders in the fashion industry effectively, the legal academy and legal professionals must simply be more responsive to the fast-paced, global, and social media-influenced society in which we live. A particular fashion could take mere hours to spread around the world, while current methods of IP protection often require time-consuming registration. Beyond IP, fashion occupies an intensely emotive intersection between the freedoms of expression, speech, religion, and creativity vis-à-vis emerging societal trends. Further, the global fashion industry faces a number of challenges with respect to inequality in its means of production, its labor standards, and its other practices. Typically, the law should provide a comprehensive system of protection for rights as well as a means to obtain remedies; yet, the law has consistently fallen short of protection for the most vulnerable in the fashion industry and society. A greater awareness of the legal issues underpinning the fashion industry and its stakeholders could provide the lens to more effectively address these problems. Accordingly, this Article identifies a number of the most pressing issues and provides a first step toward formalizing the emerging field of fashion law and developing a research agenda for the law’s most stylish area.